Someone Needs to Tell Congress
By Anna Von Reitz

Contrary to their apparent ignorance, the various Constitutions are still in effect and are being enforced by
the actual Parties to the contracts. That does not include any member of Congress as a Party to any
Constitution in this country.
Their proposal....to replace the Constitutions with the United Nations’ (UN) Bill of Human Rights is inane as
well as insane.

Exactly how and by what authority do our employees propose to set aside contracts that they are not Party to?
The State Citizens, aka, the People of this country, are enforcing the Constitutions --- all three (3) of them,
and in particular, The Constitution of the United States.
As long as the Holy See exists and is in business, and The United States of America (Unincorporated)
exists and is in business, no Municipal Congress has the ability to rewrite its obligations, much less do they
have any authority or ability to evade, abnegate, or replace The Constitution of the United States.
The members of the Municipal Congress may be members of a foreign plenary oligarchy in charge of the
Municipality of Washington, DC, but they are also by definition in a political status created by The
Constitution of the United States.
If the members of the Municipal Congress vote to remove, replace, evade, or otherwise destroy The
Constitution of the United States, they themselves instantly become stateless and without any authority at
all, including loss of their position as plenary oligarchs within the Municipality of Washington, DC.
We would be able to arrest them all, charge them with treason, and execute them--- and we would be wellwithin the standards and obligations of international law while doing so.
We will not neglect to enforce our options, if any such vote occurs or any such lapse of "Good Faith
Service" happens.
Similarly, Pope Francis needs to be informed that as the Employers and Delegators, we have the final say
on exactly who serves as President; it is not left up to our Employees to decide via a popularity contest.
We find Joseph Biden to be ineligible for Public Office, and we accordingly reject the prospect of dealing
with a known and self-admitted criminal in any private office or capacity, either. His candidacy must be
withdrawn. It is a further insult that he has even been fielded as a candidate.
The DNC is on the verge of being outlawed and its Holding Company liquidated.
Once again, a reality check is in order. The Customer -- in this case, the Employer -- is always right.
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